Introduction
Currently, in Jeonnam, especially islands around, Mokpo Ferry terminal is annually transporting the passenger (about 1million) to 80 islands. It is predicted that this research enable to control illegal boarding party on board including working conditions of watch keeper, and various safety and security zone control [DHS, 2007] . Currently, internationally, in case of ship and port facility, International maritime organization (IMO) is asking of enhanced security about passenger and crew who are passing the facility and bridge resources including crew, equipment, but they do not have any plan about this situation, and in case of Korea, though many life/ship's safety accident are happened steadily, scientific safety and security system is not exist [Sollenberger, 2004] . In order to ensure the safety of maritime passenger [John, 2005] , It needs to have software system about near risk factors checking, level of risk determination, crisis response and the hardware system(equipped with other devices and sensors) that they can automatically detect the danger, In this research process, ship's safety and security system with the initial research phase, they find out the actual condition of the passenger transport in southwest coast of Korea through a survey, and uncover the appropriate safety and security system form for ship's working safety management [Peter, 2009], they developed the ship's safety and security system's initial model [Lee, 2010] . In order to set for new security system, this research was conducted because recently several security issues were occurred in the war Original detecting way of entering, it has problems that cause to happen crew's severe working stress because they are working with 1passage opening, the paper signature scheme, simple deck watch keeping, locking door according to busy sailing schedule, busy working schedule by ship's crew downsizing. Also, much problems are exist in sailing with risk situation because they cannot know any activity though person is illegally boarding the ship for impure purpose or installing the explosives or piracy activity. And, it is rule that workers have to make "permit and work instruction for confined spaces" in order to work in ship's confined space work, But, it has problem because there are no safety assistance equipments, so it cause to life accident when human error is happened. Also, it has difficulty in reverse tracing about missing time because it is not easily found people's missing in sailing. And it has difficulty in obtaining the information about missing time and it has restriction in proving the reason about missing objectively.
So, it needs to develop the ship's security and safety detecting system's special model in order to solve the restriction.
Database
We conducted a survey to west-southern terminal and crew/passenger who are using the vessel for constructing integrated safety and security system model that minimize passenger's inconvenience by privacy problem and embarkation/disembarkation delay. And, we collected important information through survey for detailed safety and security system model set-up.
-The result of research on the actual using condition in age about west-southern region 256 responders, it includes 70% in total passenger(thirties-fifties), according to using frequency, it is high that 25% passenger who are expected as island residents. But, it is real situation that most of passengers are using the passenger ship 3 times annually for tourism or business. 
System Diagram and Device Specifications
for Security Design within the Ship
General Discussion for Security Required in the Ship
The people through by the accommodation ladder between ship and shore, deck house, accommodation area, restricted area, engine room, bridge, deck store, boatswain store, cargo hold should be inspected and checked with the security purpose in all the critical points of vessel. 
Fixed Type
Usually, the fixed type of gear will be installed in the main gate of the vessel. The system of the fixed type includes memory into embedded system such as RFID Reader, PIR Sensor, CMOS Camera. Fig. 7 Fixed type of the system
Portable Type
The portable type of gear is requested to aim at the establishment of the safety management system at sea in Daegwun Yoon․Cheol-Seung Kim the all around of the vessel except main gate or high security required places. Fig. 8 Portable type of the system
Development of Identification Card
In order to check the level of character of human being who are entering into or out of vessel, the identification card should be classified. The card manufactured by putting RFID chip into the inner side of that.
Management Designed System
By settling the system down in the port terminal and vessel, the effect and applicable plan to be expended as follows.
- 
Differentiation and Test Result for the System
Previous and other system is only reading the RFID chip that is very vulnerable and weak, and needs to be very high cost required in order to cover safety and security system. However, this system designed is applicable system combining all equipment and facility of safety and security including RFID reader, PIR sensor, and CMOS camera which has effect on reduction of cost for safety and security. There are high possibility to enter the ship, therefore this system allows to protect all approach illegally into the ship by detecting those coming in. This system can be workable at time warning in terms of time limit in specific space, room and tank. So, even if someone who is qualified into the space, room and tank is coming in, the approached cannot be avoid from warning. As described in A Study on System Development for Ship's Integrated Safety and Security -136 -previous chapter, the system can work on not only collecting data from RFID chip but extracting information from other auxiliaries including RFID reader, PIR sensor, and CMOS camera. Those information will be automatically recorded on a log which is easy to applicable to other unit kits. Fig. 10 shows the above system management program.
In addition, the system has special setting function for both fixed type and portable type with individual ID. After collecting data and information, all should transmit to server system. At same time, based on the setting value, the system can be shown one of three mode, safety, warn, and reject. and PIR sensor which is needed to resolve by development of moving detection sensor.
Conclusion
As above described, the system designed is collecting various data through integrating the system including RFID reader, PIR sensor, and CMOS camera by putting an individual number into each unit that could be controlled with easy. This paper aimed to design a fundamental system for ship's integrated safety and security. Integrated grabbing system developed by this research is applicable into the port terminal and ships especially passenger vessel and public ship. This system and gear will bear huge economical effect in the port and vessel management by protecting illegal material and humanity entering and approaching into the facility. In addition to the passenger ship, some other public vessel including navy armed vessel and coast guard need to the fixed and portable type of the system. Finally, the system studied in this research has effect on ship's safety and security by integrating all the human, material flow data and information.
